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Abbreviations and conventions

In this book, I cite examples from a large number of languages, some of which
I do not know well. This presents certain challenges for effective glossing. The
safer course would be to simply follow the glossing practice of the source that
the example is taken from. The problem with this is that it multiplies greatly the
number of abbreviations used, and can obscure comparison by giving similar
morphemes very different glosses. This problem could be addressed by trying
to impose a uniform system of glossing on all of the languages considered. But
that creates other problems: in particular, languages might have morphemes
that are similar in their usage but not identical in all respects, and I might not
know enough to do it accurately. I have tried to strike a middle path between
these two courses, making the glosses more uniform when I thought I could do
it with reasonable accuracy and when the morphemes are relatively important
to my topic – in particular, when they are agreement morphemes. I am not fully
satisfied with the results, and experts on the relevant languages may be even
less so. But that is what I did.

Agreement morphemes (particularly those on verbs) are glossed by a com-
plex symbol that begins with a number indicating the person of the agreed-with
phrase (1, 2, or 3), then has a lower-case letter indicating the number of the
agreed-with phrase (s, singular; d, dual; p, plural), and then a capital letter indi-
cating the grammatical function of the agreed-with phrase (S, subject; O, object;
P, possessor; A, absolutive; D, dative/goal; E, ergative). Thus, 1pS means first
person plural subject agreement, 3sO means third singular object agreement,
and so on. Sometimes one member of this triple is missing when the correspond-
ing category is not marked – for example, when the agreement indicates person
but not number, or vice versa. When two agreement factors are expressed with
a single portmanteau morpheme, their features are separated with a slash.

The reader should also note that 1, 2, and 3 have two meanings in agreement
morphemes: they can mean first, second, or third person (all languages), or
they can mean a third person noun phrase in class 1 (human singular), class 2
(human plural), or class 3 (singular) in a Bantu language or Lokaa. Thus 1sS
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Abbreviations and conventions xv

always means first person singular subject, but 1S in the gloss of a Niger Congo
language means subject agreement with a noun of class 1 (third person human
singular). (1S in the gloss of a non-Bantu language could mean first person
subject agreement, with number unspecified.) I hope this will not be unduly
confusing.

Other abbreviations used in the glosses of linguistic examples are as follows.
Readers should consult the original sources for more on what these categories
amount to in particular languages.

1–19 noun class (Bantu)
a,b,c gender/number categories (Southern Tiwa)
abs absolutive case
acc accusative case
act actor
adj adjectival
adv adverbial
aff affirmative
agr agreement
an animate
aor aorist tense
appl applicative morpheme
art article
asp aspect
assoc associative marker
aug augmented
aux auxiliary
ben benefactive applicative marker
caus causative
cl noun class (Bantu), classifier (Tariana)
comp complementizer
compl completive
cond conditional
conj conjunction
cont continuous aspect
contr contrastive
cs construct state (Berber)
dat dative case
decl declarative
dem demonstrative
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xvi Abbreviations and conventions

desid desiderative
det determiner
dir direct
disj disjunctive prefix
dr directional
dur durative
dyn dynamic
erg ergative case
eu euphonic
ext extended aspect (Bantu)
f feminine gender
fam familiar
foc focus
fut future
fv final vowel (Bantu, indicative mood marker?)
gen genitive case
ger gerund
hab habitual aspect
i irrational
imp imperative
impf imperfective
inan inanimate
ind indicative
indf indefinite
inf infinitive
instr instrumental
int intentional
intrans intransitive
inv inverse
irr irrealis
lk linker
loc locative
log logophoric
m masculine gender
n neuter gender
neg negative
ni noun incorporation
nom nominative case
noml nominalizer
np nonpast tense
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Abbreviations and conventions xvii

npst nonpast tense
nsf noun suffix (determiner?)
obj objective case marker
obl oblique
opt optative
pass passive
past past tense
perf perfective aspect
pl plural number
poss possessor
pp past perfective
pred predicative head
pres present tense
prev preverb
prog progressive aspect
ptpl participle
q question particle
r rational
rcp recent past
refl reflexive
rel relative
rem remote past
rep reported
rpst recent past
sbjn subjunctive
sg singular number
ss same subject
stat stative aspect
sub subordinate
subj subject
t Tense, unspecified tense marker
ta Transitive animate (Algonquian)
th thematic
thsy hearsay particle
top topic
tr transitive
unposs unpossessed
val validator
vbzr verbalizer
veg vegetable gender (Mayali)
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xviii Abbreviations and conventions

vis visible
x special gender class in Burushaski

The following are abbreviations of linguistic terms: names of principles, gram-
matical categories, language families, and construction types.

a, ap adjective, adjective phrase
c, cp complementizer, complementizer phrase
d, dp determiner, determiner phrase
deg degree head
ecm Exceptional Case Marking
ecp Empty Category Principle
epp “Extended Projection Principle” feature (triggers the

movement of a phrase to the category that bears it)
fp functional phrase
ie Indo-European languages
n, np noun, noun phrase
nc Niger-Congo languages
p, pp adposition (preposition or postposition), adpositional

phrase
pf Phonological Form
plc Person Licensing Condition
plc(h) Person Licensing Condition applied to Heads
scopa Structural Condition on Person Agreement
spec, xp Specifier of XP
t, tp tense head, tense phrase
v, vp light verb (abstract verbal element, assigner of external

argument), light verb phrase
v, vp verb, verb phrase
vso, sov, etc. Verb-subject-object word order; subject-object-verb order,

etc.
wals World Atlas of Language Structures

Finally, the following are some conventions used in presenting examples:

(x) The example has the same grammatical status with or
without X included.

(*x) The example is good without X, but bad when it is included.
*(x) The example is bad unless X is included.

In some cases, an agreement morpheme and the NP that it agrees with are both
underlined.
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